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Abstract

Aging or weathering is an important technique for generating natu-
ral images in computer graphics. In this paper, we propose a novel
video weathering method which can synthesize the weathering ef-
fects for the real captured videos. We first recover the depth maps
of the input video, and employ a depth-based interactive video ob-
ject cutout method to efficiently extract the target objects. Then, we
sample the 3D point cloud from the recovered depth maps within
the specified object mask, and reconstruct the 3D geometry model.
In order to make the obtained 3D point cloud accurate with small
redundancy, we select the pixels with the priority of depth accura-
cy and project each sample to other frames to avoid reselection. In
the weathering stage, with the reconstructed 3D mesh, we employ
γ-ton tracing to create the weathering map, and then compute the
correspondence point for each object pixel on the weathering map
by intersecting with the 3D mesh, which is used to resemble the
weathering value to blend the texture with the original pixel col-
or. We also introduce two interactive tools which allow the user to
guide the process of weathering. A number of weathering effects
are shown in the experimental results to demonstrate the robustness
and efficiency of the proposed method.

CR Categories: I.4.6 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Segmentation—Pixel classification; I.4.8 [Image Processing and
Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis—Depth cues; I.6.8 [Simulation
and Modeling]: Types of Simulation—Visual

Keywords: segmentation, weathering, appearance modeling, tex-
turing

1 Introduction

With the increasing prevalence of digital cameras, capturing videos
become more and more convenient and videos can be easily ac-
cessed by the home-users in daily life. The rapid development
of hardware necessitates the development of efficient and flexible
video editing tools, allowing the home-users to conveniently create
various visual effects. For example, it is common to make some
objects dirty and rusty to simulate the aging or weathering phe-
nomena. However, different to image processing, any modification
of video content need to maintain the temporal consistency over
frames to avoid jittering or flicker artifacts. For instance, if we
modify the pixel colors in one frame, the corresponding pixels in
other frames also need to be changed. Therefore, even a simple op-
eration in image editing, such as inserting or removing one object,
implementing the similar operation in video editing is much more
challenging. In order to effectively solve the temporal coherence
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problem in video editing, the accurate 3D geometry of the video
scene is required.

In the past decades, many aging or weathering methods have been
proposed [Chen et al. 2005; Mérillou and Ghazanfarpour 2008;
Gu 2010]. However, these methods are limited to the virtual 3D
scene/object, and can not be directly applied to the real scenes
captured by videos. In this paper, we propose a novel interactive
weathering framework for the depth-inferred videos. The key con-
tribution is that we successfully propose a solution to simulate the
weathering effect for real videos, and develop a user-friendly in-
terface to allow the user to interactively guide the simulation for
creating desired weathering effect. To the best of our knowledge, it
has not yet been thoroughly discussed in literatures. In addition, we
propose a novel depth-based interactive video object cutout method,
which can robustly and efficiently extract static video objects. It is
more robust than the traditional methods with motion estimation. In
order to reliably reconstruct the 3D geometry model, we also pro-
pose a novel point cloud sampling method to fuse the depth maps
which can robustly reject outliers and simultaneously control point
redundancy. Then with the reconstructed 3D geometry model, we
employ the γ-ton tracing method [Chen et al. 2005] to compute the
weathering map, and map it to the video frames in a temporally
consistent way. Two interactive tools are also provided to allow the
user to conveniently design and control the weathering effects.

2 Related Work

As our system involves procedures of video segmentation, weath-
ering and editing, we briefly review the related work in these areas.

2.1 Interactive Image/Video Segmentation

Several interactive video segmentation/matting tech-
niques [Chuang et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2005; Li et al. 2005;
Bai and Sapiro 2007; Bai et al. 2009; Price et al. 2009] have been
developed. Especially, most of video segmentation method-
s [Chuang et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2005; Li et al. 2005] assume the
background is known or can be easily modeled (e.g., using global
GMM, clean plate or image mosaicing techniques). Recently,
Bai et al. [2009] proposed a robust interactive video object cutout
system, which can handle more general scenes. In their system,
a set of local windows are constructed around the foreground
boundary in the first frame. Each window has a local classifier
to integrate the corresponding local color statistics and shape
prior. By motion estimation, these local windows and classifiers
are propagated to sequential frames for foreground segmentation.
Price et al. [2009] proposed a similar foreground extraction frame-
work, which combines kinds of cues (e.g., local color statistics,
adaptively weighted color-adjacency, temporal and shape priors)
into energy function, and uses graph-cut to solve it.

Perhaps due to the difficulty of depth recovery, all these methods do
not use depth information to help segmentation. Recently, Zhang et
al. [2010] proposed a new moving object extraction method, which
integrates depth recovery, optical flow estimation and moving ob-
ject segmentation into a unified framework and solve them iterative-
ly. However, this method is rather time-consuming, which require
a few minutes for processing one frame with a 4-core CPU.
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Figure 1: System overview.

2.2 Scene Weathering

Generating realistic natural images is one of the most importan-
t goals in computer graphics, and the aging or weathering sim-
ulation (e.g. add dust, patinas, cracks, rust, etc) on the sur-
faces of virtual objects usually plays a key role in realistic render-
ing. There are mainly two categories of techniques, measurement-
based and generic models [Mérillou and Ghazanfarpour 2008]. The
measurement-based techniques usually use elaborate equipments
to capture the physically time-varying properties of material-
s [Lu et al. 2007], and re-simulate the process under the BRD-
F [Sun et al. 2007] or STDF [Gu 2010] models. Some image-based
methods simplify the capture and analysis procedure based on the
observation that the data over a surface captured at a single shot
may represent different degrees of weathering [Wang et al. 2006;
Xue et al. 2008]. Chen et al. [2005] proposed a generic model that
works well for a large scale variations of weathering effect. They
shoot and trace the γ-tons in the scene, and the local appearance is
generated by linearly blending two texture images of the material
according to different degree of weathering, whose weights are de-
termined by γ-ton propagation and γ-transport. In this paper, we
employ this method with some extension to synthesize weathering
effect for real videos. The key extension is that our system allows
the user to design and interactively guide the simulation (such as
giving a sketch or an image). In contrast to the measurement-based
approach, our weathering simulation system aims to generate de-
sired visual effects rather than physically accurate simulation.

2.3 Video Editing

Different to image editing, the main challenging in video editing
is how to maintain the temporal coherence while editing. Wang et
al. [2004] proposed to treat the video as a space-time volume, and
solve the problem by using a spatio-temporally consistent segmen-
tation. Rav-Acha et al. [2008] proposed to unwrap the videos in-
to 2D textures by tracking the point features of the objects, and
any editing operation on the texture maps will project back to the
original videos by a 2D-2D mapping. Most of the video edit-
ing methods maintain the temporal coherence by motion estima-
tion and imposing temporal coherence constraint. If the 3D in-
formation of the video scenes can be recovered, video editing can
be performed more straightforward and reliably [Kopf et al. 2008;
Chen et al. 2011]. Both [Bhat et al. 2007] and [Zhang et al. 2009a]
proposed to recover the depth maps by structure-from-motion and
multi-view stereo techniques, and then use the recovered depths to
generate kinds of visual effects (such as super-resolution, HDR, ob-
ject insertion and removal, depth-of-field, fog synthesis, etc). How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, how to add weathering effect to
the real videos has not been discussed in previous work.
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Figure 2: Local classifiers illustration. (a) Overlapping classifiers
(yellow squares) are initialized along the object boundary (fireplug)
in frame t. (b) The classifiers are propagated to the next frame by
depth projection.

3 Framework Overview

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our system. Given an input video
sequence, we first employ the multi-view stereo method proposed in
[Zhang et al. 2009b] to recover the depth map for each frame. Then
we extract the interest object, and recover its 3D geometry. With the
reconstructed 3D geometry, we synthesize the weathering effect for
the specified object, such as making it dirty or rusty. Our system
also allows the user to interactively guide the aging or weathering
for creating the desired visual effect. The user can draw a guide
sketch or simply provide an image, our system can automatically
synthesize the desired visual effect.

4 Segmentation and Geometry Reconstruc-
tion

Before simulation of weathering, we first need to segment the inter-
est object and recover its 3D geometry. We can use the interactive
video segmentation technique to rapidly segment the interest object.
Recently, Bai et al. [2009] proposed a fast interactive video object
cutout system which combines a set of local classifiers, and uses
the motion estimate to propagate them across frames to effectively
cutout foreground object. However, motion estimation is not very
reliable especially around discontinuous boundaries, which usually
makes the propagation fail. Since we have recovered depth maps,
we can utilize them to extract the video object more efficiently.



Figure 3: Propagation comparison. (a) The input video frames. (b) The propagation results of our method. (c) The propagation results of
Snapcut. The top bar of the wooden frame is quite thin and has similar colors with the background wall, which is difficult for accurate motion
estimation, so that Snapcut failed to propagate the local windows after 5 frames. In contrast, our method can successfully propagate over 70
frames.

4.1 Depth-based Interactive Video Object Cutout

In order to solve the bilayer segmentation, we can define the fol-
lowing energy function:

E(α) =
∑

x

(Ed(αx) + wshEsh(αx) + ws

∑

y∈N(x)

Es(αx, αy))

(1)
where Ed(αx) is the data term, encoding the cost when the label
of pixel x is αx. Esh(αx) is the shape prior term, created from the
last frame. Es(αx, αy) is the smoothness term, which penalizes
the label difference between neighboring pixels.

Similar to [Bai et al. 2009], we uniformly sample a set of overlap-
ping windows {W t

1 , W t
2 , ...} around the foreground contour, as il-

lustrated in Figure 2. Each window defines the applicability scope
of a local classifier, where the foreground and background pixels
are used to construct local GMMs. Thus the local color model in
window W t

k can be defined as follows:

Ed(αx) =

{

− log P W t

k (Ix|F ), αx = 1

− log P W t

k (Ix|B), αx = 0
(2)

where P W t

k (Ix|F ) and P W t

k (Ix|B) are the probabilities computed
by local GMMs.

Since we have recovered the depth maps and camera parameters,
we can project the foreground mask to the next frame. The win-
dows and alpha masks are naturally propagated to the next frame,
and their corresponding local foreground and background GMMs
can be re-estimated. The projected mask in frame t is denoted as
αt−1→t, which is used to compute the shape prior. Then we can
define the following shape prior similar to [Bai et al. 2009]:

Esh(αx) = wsh ·exp(−(dist(x))/σ2
s))·|α(x)−αt′→t(x)|, (3)

where dist(x) stands for the distance from pixel x to foreground
boundary, and σs is a constant controlling the weight.

Figure 3 shows a comparison between our method and Snap-
cut [Bai et al. 2009]. As can be seen, for this example, the prop-
agation result of Snapcut already contains notable segmentation er-
rors after 5 frames. In comparison, our method uses depth informa-
tion instead of motion estimate to propagate the local classifiers and
estimate shape prior, which is much more robust and successfully
propagates over 70 frames in this example.

4.2 Geometry Reconstruction

After obtaining the object mask, we need to generate the
3D point cloud from depth maps and use them to recon-
struct the geometry model by Poisson Surface Reconstruction
method [Kazhdan et al. 2006]. If we directly project the pixels in
all frames to 3D space, the obtained 3D point cloud will contain
large redundancy (i.e. multiple points almost have the same 3D po-
sitions) and lots of outliers. Therefore, we propose to optimize the
sampling of point cloud. We would like to only select the pixel-
s with accurate depths and the sampled point cloud has small re-
dundancy. In order to achieve this, we need to measure the depth
accuracy for each pixel.

It is difficult to precisely measure the depth accuracy without
ground truth. Fortunately, we found that the depth accuracy can
be reflected by projecting the pixels to the neighboring frames, and
compare the photometric and geometric consistency. In general, if
the consistency measure is large, the recovered depth should be ac-
curate. Mathematically, the consistency measure can be defined by
the following equation:

p(x) = exp(−
||If (x) − If ′(x′)||2

2σ2
c

) exp(−
||Df→f ′

f (x′) − Df ′(x′)||2

2σ2
d

),

(4)
where x′ is the projected pixel in frame f ′, and Df→f ′

f denotes
the projected disparity map from frame f to f ′. σc and σd are t-
wo standard deviations of color and depth, respectively. For each
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Figure 4: Point cloud sampling and geometry reconstruction. (a-
c) The depth maps of the video. (d) The sampled 3D point could
(817,350 points). (e) The reconstructed 3D model by Poisson Sur-
face Reconstruction method. (f) The 3D model after removing re-
dundant triangles.

Algorithm 1 Point Cloud Sampling
1. Compute the consistency measure for all pixels in the segmented
object.
2. Initialize V (x) = 0 for each pixel x.
3. Sort the pixels with the estimated consistency measures.

for i = 1, ..., m, % m is the number of pixels
If V (xi) < 2, add the 3D position of pixel xi into 3D
point set C, and project it to the neighboring frames.

V (x′

f ′) += 2. % x′

f ′ is the projected pixel in frame f ′.
for each pixel y ∈ W (x′

f ′),% W is a 3 × 3 window
V (y) += 1.

pixel, we can project it to the neighboring frames, and compute the
consistency measure by Equation (4). In order to reduce the influ-
ence of occlusions, we sort the computed consistency measures in
descending order {p1(x), p2(x), ...}, and select 5 maximum ones,
and compute the average to represent the depth accuracy:

p(x) =
1

5

5
∑

i=1

pi(x), (5)

Then we use Algorithm 1 to sample the point cloud. For each pix-
el within the object mask, we can compute its depth accuracy by
Equation (5). We sort the pixels with the consistency measure in
descending order. For each pixel x, whose occupancy value V (x)
is less than a threshold (e.g. 2), we select it to 3D point set C, then
project it to the neighboring frames. For the pixels within the small
window of the projected point, their occupancies are increased. If
the occupancy of one pixel is larger than the threshold, it will be
not selected. This strategy can effectively control the redundancy
of the sampled point cloud. Figure 4 shows the sampled point cloud
and the reconstructed 3D geometry. If the object is not fully visi-
ble in the captured video, the reconstructed 3D point cloud also can
not fully represent the object. However, Poisson Surface Recon-
struction method [Kazhdan et al. 2006] always obtain a water-tight
surface, even the provided point cloud is not complete. Thus, we
need to remove the triangles which are introduced by Poisson Sur-
face Reconstruction method but do not correspond to the pixels in
the video. Figure 4(f) shows the geometry model after removing
triangles.

5 Interactive Weathering of Videos

We employ a visual simulation of weathering technique called γ-
ton tracing [Chen et al. 2005] to simulate the weathering effects for
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Figure 5: Flowchart of γ-ton weathering.

real scenes. This technique can model a wide range of weathering
effects, such as rust growing, stain or many other aging phenom-
ena. To the best of our knowledge, existing systems that integrate
this technique are only restricted to the virtual scenes, and weath-
ering of real objects in videos have not been considered yet. In this
paper, we adapt the γ-ton tracing and successfully synthesize the
weathering effects for real videos by two passes processing.

In the first pass, γ-tons are emitted from γ-ton sources and traced
through the object models in a way similar to photon tracing. The
result of the first pass is a γ-ton map describing the γ-ton trans-
port effects over all the surfels. From the γ-ton map, the second
pass modifies the material properties of the mesh surfaces and pro-
duces the weathering effect to video objects by mapping the prop-
erty changes to the video frames. The flowchart is summarized in
Figure 5.

5.1 γ-ton Propagation

At first, the γ-ton source is created as points, areas, or environment
sources in space. γ-tons are shot from the source, and propagate
through the scene, interacting with the geometry. The attributes of
γ-ton can be defined as follows [Chen et al. 2005]:

Ton {
Motion probabilities:

ks , kp , kf ;
Carrier attributes:

sh , sd , . . .
}

Each ton has two kinds of attributes, i.e. motion probabilities and
carrier attributes. Motion probabilities decide its propagation be-
haviors while the carrier attributes store the substances the γ-ton
represents. When γ-tons encounter the geometry, the next propa-
gation operation is stochastically determined by the motion proba-
bilities, which can only be one of the four motion types. Russian
roulette [Arvo and Kirk 1990] is adopted to determine the next mo-
tion step. We use a uniformly distributed random variable ξ ∈ [0, 1]
and make the following decisions:

ξ ∈ [0, ks] → reflecting along a straight line
ξ ∈ (ks, ks + kp] → bouncing along a parabolic curve
ξ ∈ (ks + kp, ks + kp + kf ] → flowing along the surface
ξ ∈ (1 − ks − kp − kf , 1] → settling on the surface

So once shot, γ-ton keeps iteratively traveling in the first three ways
until it settles on the surface. The carrier attributes of γ-ton store the
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Figure 6: The γ-ton tracing and rendering result of “Rock” example. (a) The original video frame. (b) The extracted video object (rock).
(c) The traced γ-ton map. (d) The computed result by directly mapping the γ-ton map to the video object. (e-f) The final blending results of
weathering process.

amount of substances in the real world that γ-ton represents, like sh

as heat, or sd as dust. While γ-tons propagate through the scene,
the ton’s attributes can affect the attributes of the surface material
when it reaches the surface. The attributes can be freely designed
by the user and the number of types is scalable.

5.2 γ-ton Transport

To precisely record the weathering contributions from γ-tons and
represent the local surface attributes, a point-based model is gener-
ated from the object mesh by resampling [Pfister et al. 2000]. At
each surfel, it also contains two kinds of surface properties, γ-
reflectance and material properties. The γ-reflectance affects the
path of γ-ton propagations by modifying the motion attributions
of γ-tons when tons are interacting with surfels. Material proper-
ties keep track of the blemish being modeled on the surface. The
iterative nature of γ-ton tracing also allows us to change the γ-
reflectance or material properties of the surfels using the previ-
ous γ-ton map’s material properties. For example, the more dust
covers on the surface, the smaller bouncing chance the rain drops
have. As γ-ton propagates through the scene, it picks up or deposit-
s substances on the encountered sufel using its carrier attributes to
change the surfel’s material properties, which is called γ-transport.
The readers can refer to [Chen et al. 2005] for more details.

5.3 Weathering of Videos

After several iterations of γ-ton propagation and transport, we can
get the distribution of blemish over the surface, and the γ-ton map
as shown in Figure 6(c). With the γ-ton map, the weathering ap-
pearance of the video objects in every frame can be rendered in the
second pass. Previous aging or weathering techniques only work
with virtual 3D objects and could not directly weather the real ob-
jects in the captured videos. For weathering the video objects, we
need to compute the correct correspondences between γ-ton map
and the pixels in video objects. The synthesized weathering effect
should maintain the temporal coherence among video frames. Here,
we introduce an effective method to solve this problem.

Figure 7: Intersection and mapping. Since the pixels Pi in frame
Ii and Pj in frame Ij correspond to the same scene point, their
corresponding rays can intersect at the same 3D point P in the
recovered 3D mesh.

We first use the bilayer segmentation method described in Sec-
tion 4.1 to quickly cut out the specified video object. Then we sam-
ple the point cloud with the recovered depth maps and reconstruct
the 3D geometry model using the method introduced in Section 4.2.
As shown in Figure 7, the pixels Pi in frame Ii and Pj in frame Ij

correspond to the same 3D point in the scene. Therefore, these two
pixels should get the same value from the γ-ton map, so that the
temporal coherence of weathering can be guaranteed.

For every pixel in the extracted video object, we project it to 3D
space and intersect with the recovered 3D mesh. Once the inter-
section point is computed, the γ-ton map values are resembled by
looking up the surfels in the point-based model, and then used to
blend the texture color of the intersection point with the original
pixel color. Both the mesh and the γ-ton map are organized by
kd-tree, so that the intersection computation and map looking up
can be significantly accelerated. With this method, the relations be-
tween surfels on the γ-ton map and the pixels in the video objects
can be correctly built, so that weathering effects can be faithfully
synthesized. Figure 6 shows a weathering example. Please refer to



Figure 10: Multiple weathering effects synthesis. Top row: three selected original frames. Bottom row: the weathering results. The hydrant
becomes both dusty and rusty.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: “Weathering Brush” example. (a) The brush painted
locations are highlighted with white dots. (b) The synthesized mud-
fluid effect on the hydrant.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: “Weathering Watermark” example. (a) The specified
“Transformer” mask on the wall. (b) The moss-growing result.

our supplementary video1 for the complete results.

5.4 User Control

In our system, the weathering effects are generated by the γ-ton
tracing. The limitation of this technique is that it is hard for users
to set the proper ton and surface attributes to get the desired results
because it does not provide any interactive visual feedback. For
example, since the shooting direction of the γ-ton is stochastically
decided, in which way the natural substances do, the tons may shoot
at the unnecessary places or there are not sufficient tons to reach the
surface where the weathering effect is desired to take place. In this
paper, we introduce two interactive weathering tools, which allow

1The supplementary video can be downloaded from the website
http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/gfzhang/

the user to design the effects visually and freely on video objects.

As shown in Figure 8, the first tool, called “weathering brush”, can
help locate the exact place where the user wants the weathering ef-
fects to take place. Figure 8(a) shows the “weathering brush” paint-
ing on the video object to specify the target surfaces. Using the
method described in Section 5.3, for every painted pixel, we can
find its corresponding 3D position on the γ-ton map. Figure 8(b)
shows the brush effect to the hydrant after shooting and tracing
certain mud-fluid behaved γ-tons according to the place that the
“weathering brush” painted.

Another tool, namely “weathering watermark”, can be used to gen-
erate the effects guided by certain specified patterns, such as wa-
termark, onto the video objects. Similar to the “weathering brush”
tool, using the method introduced in Section 5.3, we can accelerate
or constrain certain γ-ton’s attributes when they hit the surfaces that
the watermark covers. Figure 9(a) shows the user-provided “Trans-
former” watermarks on the wall. We accelerate the moss growth’s
speed in the specific area by adding more dirt attributes to the γ-
tons when they encounter the watermark area. Figure 9(b) shows
the results of “weathering watermark”, where the vivid moss marks
are growing on the wall.

6 Experimental Results

We implemented our video weathering system on a PC with a Core2
Quad 2.6GHZ CPU and 4GB memory. The resolution of all test
videos is 960×540. It takes about 1∼3 minutes to synthesize the
weathering effect for each frame, which depends on the number of
vertices in the mesh and the size of video object.

Figures 6, 8 and 9 have shown the synthesized water stain, mud-
fluid and moss-growing effects by our method, respectively. Our
system also allows the user to simulate multiple weathering effect-
s on a single video object. Figure 10 shows an example, which
synthesizes multiple weathering effects on the hydrant (the hydrant
becomes both dusty and rusty). The rust first takes places beneath
the bonnet and nozzle caps where there is much humidity, and then
expands along the surface. The dust is accumulated evenly on the
hydrant and makes it dusty. Please refer to our supplementary video
that gives a better presentation of the results.



7 Conclusion

In this work, we propose an interactive weathering method for real
captured videos. We first use a depth-based interactive segmen-
tation method to quickly cut out the specified video object, and
then reconstruct its 3D model by fusing the depth maps of differ-
ent frames with a novel point sampling algorithm. With the recon-
structed 3D model, the weathering effects can be synthesized in a
temporally consistent way. Our system also provides two interac-
tive weathering tools, which allows the user to specify the weather-
ing area or tune the weathering speed to achieve the desired effects.
With our system, a variety of weathering effects can be easily cre-
ated by a home user.

Our system still has some limitations. First, our method is restrict-
ed to static scenes since the 3D models of dynamic objects can not
be recovered by multi-view geometry. Second, sometimes it may
require a significant time to set a suitable weathered texture for the
specified video object and tune the weathering parameters. Hence,
one of our future work is to extract the weathering textures from
a large number of videos, learn their growing patterns, and finally
build a weathering database. With this database, given a 3D geom-
etry, the user could quickly select a suitable weathering texture and
set the appropriate parameters.
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